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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the following [Q, J, P] is a probability triple. Unless otherwise indicated 
the notation follows [l]. 
Let {B,.) be a sequence of .d measurable sets. Let %I be the sigma-field 
d(B,. , B,.,r ,...,) generated by the sets B, , B,._, ,..., and let $5 = n 55,. . 
Then % is a sigma-field called the tail sigma-field of the sequence (or simpl! 
the tail of the B,‘s). If each event in ‘6 has probability either zero or one, 
(B,) is said to be 0 - 1. 
The sequence {Bn} is called mixing [2], if for all --4 in .V 
[P(B,, n A) - P(B,,)P(A)] ---f 0. (1) 
It was shown by Sucheston in [2] that each mixing sequence contains a 
subsequence which is 0 - 1. In this paper we shall consider the problem of 
decomposing a mixing sequence into 0 ~ 1 subsequences, and the question 
of determining properties of a mixing sequence from those of the 0 ~~~ I 
subsequences (which includes determining whether the manner of putting 
the subsequences together affects the property of the resulting sequence). 
Also given is an alternative proof of Sucheston’s characterization of 0 -. I 
sequences, which avoids using his deeper main theorem. In particular this 
proof makes clear the statement of Sucheston that “for a 0 ~- I sequence the 
mixing property holds uniformly” ([2], p. 447, line 3). 
Since 0 ~ 1 sequences are simpler to look at than mixing sequences it is 
hoped that this investigation will aid in attacking problems involving mixing 
and other “almost” independent sequences. To this end an application is 
given to the question of determining the lim sup of a sequence. 
2. IJECOBIP~SITION OF MI~INC SEQUENCES 
Let {B,) be mixing. By using the theorem ([2], Theorem 1) of Sucheston 
mentioned above, extract a subsequence Lvhich is 0 I. Throw in B, if it 
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is not already included and call this 0 - 1 subsequence (B,l}. If an infinite 
number of the Bj remain, then-since these remaining sets are also mixing- 
we can extract a 0 - 1 subsequence from them. Include the first Bj not 
already included in {Bjl} and call this second 0 - 1 subsequence {Bj2}. 
Continue the process by induction until only a finite number of sets remain 
and then add these to the beginning of {B,') (the altered sequence (Bjl} will 
still be 0 - 1 and will again be denoted by {Bjl}). We have thus decomposed 
{Bj) into a countable (finite or denumerable) disjoint collection of 0 - 1 
subsequences {B,'], I = 1, 2 ,.... 
The question arises as to whether a finite decomposition of a mixing 
sequence into 0 - 1 subsequence is possible. In general the answer is no. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Q be the unit interval, .G! the Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of Q and P Lebesgue measure restricted to 9. Let B, be [0, 41. Split 
B, into two equal parts B, , B, , then into four equal parts B, ,,.., B, etc... 
Since P(B,) + 0, condition (1) is automatically satisfied. Note that lim 
sup B, = [0, $1. 
Assume that {Bj) can be decomposed into a disjoint collection {B,"}, 
I=1 ,..., m, of 0 - 1 sequences. Since lim sup Bj is tail-measurable ([I], 
pp. 58, 229), and since Bjz C [0, 31, we conclude P(lim sup B,') = 0. Nom 
any point which is in lim sup Bj must also be in infinitely many members of 
at least one of the collections {Bjz}. Thus 
but this implies 
lim sup Bj = c lim sup Bjz, 
l-l 
(2) 
4 = P(lim sup Bj) < f P(lim sup BjL) = 0, I 
2=1 
so that we have a contradiction. 
Example 1 can be used to provide a counter example for the case where 
P(B,)++O. 
EXAMPLE 2. Take any mixing sequence {Cj} such that P(C,) -H 0. 
(uj -H a means that the sequence {aj} does not converge to the number 
a.) Let {Bj} be as in Example 1. If we define Dsj-i = Cj , Dzj = Bj then {Dj> 
is mixing and P(Dj) -H 0. A finite decomposition of {Dj} induces a finite 
decomposition of {Bj}. But Example 1 shows that at least one of the induced 
subcollections of elements of (Bj} has a non 0 - 1 tail and this in turn implies 
that the corresponding subcollection of elements of {Dj} has a non 0 - 1 tail. 
The following illustrates the usefulness of knowing whether a finite 
decomposition exists. 
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THEOREM 1. Let {Bjj be mixin{ and suppose that the sequence can be 
decomposed into a jinite number of 0 -~ I subseyuewes, then P(lim. sup B,) is 
either zero or one. 
PROOF: Suppose first that lim sup P(B,) is positi1.e. Extract a sequence 
{C’;) such that P(C’,) ----z a. :--. 0. By Lemmas 4 and 5 of [2] there is a subse- 
quence {DJ of {C;\ such that if Q is the independent probability on {D;{ 
Gth Q(Dj) -: a for all j&then P is absolutely continuous with respect to 
C, on :Dj]-. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma Q(lim sup D,) I, and so P(lim 
sup Dj) = I. Since the lim sup of a sequence always contains the lim sup of 
any subsequence we have P(lim sup Bj) =- 1. 
In case P(B,) - 0 n-e use the reasoning of Esample I and relationship (1) 
which shows that if P(lim sup Bj) ‘1, 0 then at least one of the 0 - I sub- 
sequences must have lim sup of probabilit!- greater than 0. Thus this sub- 
sequence has the probabilit!- of its lim sup equal to one and so---as in the 
first case-we have that this implies P(lim sup B,) I. 
It would be interesting to know whether a finite decomposition exists in 
the “mixing with density” case (5), where P(B,) ~+ ,Y, 0 s 1. (Perhaps 
a counter-example exists involving iterate. s of a tixed set under a strongi!- 
mixing transformation [3].) 
.Mso of interest is the problem of determining conditions on the rate of 
mixing or degree of independence under which such a finite decomposition 
exists. 
3. COMPOSITION OF 0 - 1 SEQUENCES 
We want to take a collection {Bj’) of 0 - 1 sequences and put them to- 
gether so as to form another sequence {Bj). We shall say that the composition 
of the sequences (B,‘} is {Bj} if the following holds: 
There is a one to one function 4 from 21 Y Z’ (Z+ denotes the set of 
positive integers) onto Z-‘, such that if #(Z, j) = k then B,. =~- Bj’. If there are 
only nz sequences (B,j’), then the domain of 4 is {I, 2,..., m) x Z’ 
If the (B,‘) are 0 - 1 (by Theorem 4 they are also mixing) we ask whether 
{Bjl is also mixing and if mixing whether it is 0 ~~ I. For these questions to 
make sense it would seem to be necessary to specify the method of composing 
the sequences. However, it turns out that the method of composition does 
not matter. This will follow from the nest two results which show that the 
mixing and 0 ~~ 1 properties of a sequence of sets are not affected by a 
rearrangement of the sequence. 
LEVIXf.1 I. Let (B,; he a mixilig sequenre and let y, he N one-to-orrr,frrrrrtif)t/ 
,fronz Z onto Z-8 , theta the sequence (B,cj,]. is also mixing. 
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PROOF: By a result of Renyi ([4], Theorem 2; [2], p. 448) a sequence {C,> 
is mixing if and only if (1) holds for all A of the form C,. . Thus we must 
show that for all Y and E > 0 and n sufficiently large. 
I wkn) f-l %9) - w9Jhd w%w)I < E* (2) 
Let v(+.) = 1, then since {B,) is mixing there is an M (depending on the 
integer 1) such that ifj > M 
I P(Bj n BJ - P(&) P(BJ < E, 
therefore (2) will be satisfied whenever n > max[@(l), v-‘(2),..., p-‘(M)]. 
LEMMA 2. Let {B$> be 0 - 1 and let q be a one-to-one function from the 
positive integers onto the positive integers, then {Bvcjj} is 0 - 1. 
PROOF: The tail of {Bpuj} is nj $(Bv(j, , BP(~)+~ ;**), but by the assump- 
tions on v this is also fil O(B, , B,,, ;.-) which is the tail of {Bi}. 
THEOREM 2. If one method of composing the sequences {Bjz) gives a miting 
(0 - 1) sequence, then all compositions will be mixing (0 - 1). 
PROOF: If $r, #s are functions as defined above which compose the 
sequences then #s$;1 is a rearrangement of the composition induced by #i , 
so that the results are consequences of the lemmas. 
Theorem 2 shows that to give a counterexample to a result involving the 
mixing or 0 - 1 property of the composition of a collection of sequences, 
it is only necessary to show that the composition is nonmixing or non-0 - 1 
for one special method of composition. 
We first look at the infinite composition problem. This is completely taken 
care of by the following which shows that the composition of 0 - 1 sequences 
need not be mixing (much less 0 - 1; see Theorem 4). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let (Cjz} be a collection of 0 - 1 sequences, let {F,} be a non- 
mixing sequence and for fixed 1 let {B,‘} = {Fl, Crz, Cs’,...}. Then the 
composition of the {B,l} (which are still 0 - l), formed by the usual diagonal- 
ization method, is not mixing because it contains a subsequence which is not 
mixing. 
We now turn our attention to the finite composition problem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose (Bj’>, 1 = I,..., m is a collection of 0 - I (or mixing) 
sequences, then the composition of these sequences is also mixing. 
PROOF: A straightforward contradiction argument shows that a sequence 
is mixing if each subsequence has a further subsequence which is mixing. 
Now, if we let {Bj} be an arbitrary composition of the {B,‘), then any sub- 
sequence of {Bj} must have infinitely many of its members in at least one of 
the finite collection of sequences. But since each {B;‘) is mixing these elements 
of the subsequence form a further mixing subsequence and so {Bj} is mixing 
by the above result. 
[Cc now show (by extending an example of Sucheston [2]) that the finite 
composition of 0 --- 1 sequences need not be 0 - 1 (eyen though it is mixing). 
hAR1PI.E 1. Let {Oj) be a sequence of sets independent kth respect to 
a probability measure P, with P(D,) =-- i f or all j. Let 111 be a set such that 
0 -:.: P(M) < 1. Define Bzjml = Dj and Bzj = MD, + JPcDj'. 
\Pe claim that P[lim sup (Bzj r\ B,j-,)] == P(M). Since 0 c: P(X) i 
and since lim sup (Bzj n B+,) is in the tail of the sequence {B;j, we con- 
clude that {Bj) is not 0 - 1. 
To prove the claim we first note that 
lim sup (Bzj n B,j-,) = lim sup (Dj n AZ) 
= (lim sup Dj) n M. 
Non the sequence {Dj> is independent and so it is mixing, because (1) is 
satisfied-even without the limit-for nl := D, . The argument used in the 
first part of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that since P(Dj) := i, P(lim sup 
D,j) ~ I (different proofs of this result are given in [6] and [5]). The claim is 
thus established. 
The sequence {Bj , - l’ --. {Bzj-,} is 0 - 1 bv the Kolmogorov 0 - 1 law for 
independent sets. To complete the counteresample we have to show that 
{B,“j = {B,j) is also 0 - 1. 
Let .%,, -= d(B,,, , Bznte ,... ), Slz == S(B,,, , B2,,i2 ,... j, 
&?,, = &(D,! , D,,il ,... ), %?, = 3(D,, , D,,,, ,...,) be the sigmaficlds 
(fields) generated by the sets listed inside the parenthesis. If G E Y,, then G 
is the finite union of sets Hj of the form Df, ,..., D;, , where the superscript 
means that either the set or its complement is referred to. If F E .F,, , then 
F = GIM + G2;11~, where G1, G2 E %.,, , with G1 and G2 corresponding. So 
Gl = uH.>, and G2 = uHj2-with Hi1 and Hj2 arising from the same Dj . 
Using the fact that P is the independent “3” probability on {Dj), we have 
P(H,‘) = P(H,“). JVe claim P(G1) = P(G”). To show this choose (as is 
possible by the nature of G1 and the Hjl) the Hi1 disjoint (the corresponding 
/I,’ will not he disjoint in general). Then 
P(G1) = P(uH,1) = ZP(Hjl) = ZP(Hf) 3 P(uH,~) = P(G?). Decom- 
posing G” in a similar fashion we obtain 
P(G’) .; P(Q), so that P(G1) -~ P(G2). Xest let B E %‘,, , then 
13 ZY.1l -; UpAl”, where D* and IY E 5’,, . B!, writing B as a monotone 
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limit of elements of 3-, , we obtain P(D) = P(P). Finally let KE V({B,,,}) 
then K = PM + K’MC where K1 and K* E V({D,}). Since {Dj> is indepen- 
dent, P(P) and P(P) can only take the values 0 and 1. But since ({Bs,}) C L%r 
we know P(P) = P(P) and therefore P(K) = 0 or P(K) = 1. Thus 
(BFj- is 0 - 1. 
4. ‘4~ ALTERNATE PROOF OF SUCHESTON’S THEOREM 
A sequence of events {&,I is said to be strongly mixing, if when 
D,, ES?(B, , B,+l ,... ), then (Dn} is mixing. (In particular a strong mixing 
sequence is mixing.) 
Sucheston [2] proved the following results. 
THEOREM 4. =1 sequence {B,,} is 0 - 1 if and o&y ifit is strongly mixing. 
Our proof of this depends on the following easily ([7]) proved result. 
LEMMA ([7], [S]). Let ~8~ 3 a2 1 *a* be a decreasing sequence of sigma- 
jields, and let V = nB,L . Then is 0 - 1 if and only iffor all A in =r/ 
1iF sup j P(D n a) - P(D)P(A)I = 0 
(where here and in the following the supremum is over D E a,,) 
For our application we will take 9,{ = S?(B,, , B,+l ,...) so that V? is the 
tail of {Bj}. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. If {Bj} is strong mixing, then for a given il, pick 
(0,) such that 
1 P(D,z n A) = P(L),) P(A)1 = SUP 1 P(D n A) - P(D) P(A)] . 
(D, is either the maximum or minimum set of the set function ijA on [Q, LZ?‘,] 
defined by #A(D) = P(D n A) - P(D) P(A).) Then D, ~a,, and so by 
hypothesis {D,,) is mixing. Therefore ( P(D,, n A) - P(D,) P(A)J -+ 0, so 
that 
SUP ) P(D) n A) - P(D) P(A)1 -+ 0. 
Thus, by the lemma, V is 0 - 1. 
On the other hand if {Bj) is 0 - 1, then if 4, is in 9& , we have again by 
the lemma, 
1 P(D, n A) - P(D,,) P(A); .p. SUIJ 1 P(D n -4) - P(D) P(d)1 + 0 
for all .d in .d. Therefore Y,, is mixing. 
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Let us also remark that the lemma can be used (a simple contradiction 
argument) to prove part of the main theorem (Theorem 2) of Sucheston’s 
paper; namely that if each subsequence of a sequence contains a further 
subsequence which is 0 - I then the sequence is mixing. 
It would be interesting to see a proof of the converse of the above result 
also using the lemma to see if it would shed some light on the 0 - 1 sub- 
sequences and indicate when a linite decomposition exists. 
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